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Appe~dix 1
EFFECTIVE GOAL SETTING FOR CAREER MANAGEMENT

• Find a quiet place where no one will cal! or
dlsturb you.

Make yourself as comfortable and relaxed as possible. If
you like, put on some soothing music. Try to relax your
entire body

• Get in touch with your own world and explore your
potential domaln.

Be a serious archaeologist of yourself. Explore and
understand your habitual domain Review Chapters 5
and 6, if necessary. The following suggestions can help
you keep a positive focus.
I. Rernernber your past: especially when you were

young. Did you think then about accomplishing some-
thing great in your lifetime, such as being a great inven-
tor, scientist. industriallst? What position and what kind
of wealth did you envision for yourself? What sort of con-
tribution did you see yourself making to the world?

2. Write down three or four of the most exciting and
thrilling experiences in your past. Concentrate on success-
fui events. At the moment of your greatest success and
excitement, were you filled with confidence and a sense of
achievement? Were your spirits high? Did others applaud
and praise you? How did it feel, and did it help prepare
you for your next challenge? Now write down some
adverse events What did you learn from them?
3. Search for the factors that most contributed to your

success in those gratifying moments, such as: special
knowledge: intelligence, perseverance, hard work. con-
centration, good human relationship skills. even luck The
more details the better.
4. Explore your physical and mental resources Analyze

your strengths and weaknesses. Catalogue the resources

Exp{oril1f/!:I0ur polel1lia{
domail1 cal1{ead !:I0u 10 heighls
!:I0U l1eva imagil1ed.
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under your command on a piece of paper.

• Let your actual domain work for you.

Recall that to be effective. your goals must be clear, spe-
cific, measurable, reachable and challenging.

I. Suppose you could accomplish ali the goals you
set for yourself What are those goals? Write them down
separately on different pieces of paper. The more goals
the better.
2. For each goal write down on the same piece of paper

when you would like to accomplish ir. Then write down the
feeling, attitude and sensations you will experience when
you achieve that goal. Compare that feeling with your
current state Does a charge develop?
3. On each goal write down the names of three or four

persons who you think have accomplished those goals
you stated These can be historic individuais or people
you are acquainted with. Study their biographies or
observe their behavior. if needed.
4. Review your HD and the goals on which you wrote

previously Study and rank them carefully in terms of
irnportance. urgency, feasibility and compatibility with
your HD. Finally, decide which three or four goals you
most want to achieve. Write down those goals clearly
and concisely on a new piece of paper and challenge
yourself to attain thern.

• Make a detalled plan.

To build a good house we need a blueprint To reach our
goals we need a detailed plan

I. Study how those people who have accomplished
your goals did 50. What kind of personality, attitude and
methods did they use to overcome difficulty and frustra-
tions? How did they develop and change their HDs and
mentality in the process of attaining success? The
answers will help you understand what it takes to reach
your goals.
2. Learn the skills. knowledge, information and rela-
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tionships you need to achieve your goals What problems
or obstacles now prevent you from reaching your goals?
3. Make a detailed plan by breaking down the big

goals into a number of measurable, specific and reach-
able subgoals Create a timetable showing when you will
gain your needed set of skills, information and relation-
ships. How would you overcome obstacles and difficul-
ties over time? Execute your detailed plans step by step
with total commitment and dedication.
4. Make daily, weekly, monthly and yearly rneasurable

goals and plans to keep yourself accountable and to cre-
ate charges for achievement By planning and achieve-
ment you will be creating the life you desire.

• Expand and enrich your habitual domain and exe-
cute the plan.

Continuously review and rehearse your goals and plans:
mentally experience the feelings, sensations, personality
and habitual domain that you think you will have when
you rea~h your goals
This will build lhe strong circuit patterns which will in

turn guide your behavior and thinking It also will
increase your confidence and maintain your focus.
Along the way, read good books. If you spent on Iy 30

minutes a day in reading useful books, you woulcl spend
170 hours studying in a year
Every day try to c1iscover thr=e or more new concepts

to help you achieve your goals.
Finally and most importantly, mobilize ali your mental

and physical resources to execute your plan Without per-
sistence, the plan can achieve nothing While the plan
may be refined and revised during execution, lhe goals
should be steady and unchanging
Don't give up. If you do, you are giving up your own

goals and fulfillment, your own life.
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Appe~dix 2
ORGANIZATIONAl HABITUAL DOMAINS

Every organization is. in effect, a Iiving entity and therefore
has its habitual domain. An organization is a dynamic deci-
sion mechanism, with information leading to goal setting
and resulting charges. The charges determine attention
allocation that leads to execution or implementation of
some action.

To study organizational HD, we can look into these
dimensions of an organization: shared values, cultures,
attitudes. policies, day-to-day procedures and routines.
financial structure. technical evolution, strategic planning,
huma n resou rce management, leadersh ip and interface
with the externa I world.

Internally, the organization can also evaluate these
seven dimensions: shared values. organizational structure,
personnel staffing, growth strategy, management style. con-
trol systems and special skills or strengths.

Charted, the overall habitual domain of an organization
might look something like this

SHARE VALUE/MISSION

STRATEGY

GOAL SETTlNG

EVALUATION

REWARD SYSTEM &
SUPPORTIVE SYSTEM

Organizational HDs can be studied in a way similar to
our study of personal HDs. However, an organization is a
ollection of people who perform a set of tasks and work
together to accomplish the goals of the organization. In turn.
this allows the individuais to reach some of their own goals
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This interweaving of the group and the individual makes an
organization's HD more complicated than a persons

The three dimensions of personal HDs (Chapter 5-6) can
be used to study the individual rnernbers' HD, and when
these are appropriately aggregated, they can be used to
study the organization's HD. In addition, the three dimen-
sions and their sub-dimensions can also be used, with slight
modifications if needed, to describe the organizational HDs.

Due to the special features of the organization, the
following are worth special mention in our study of orga-
nizational HDs.
I. An organization is a collection of both sub-organiza-
tions and individual members.

Each sub-organization and individual member have their
own unique HDs. For instancc. in an ordinary corporation,
the people in the marketing units may share some common
traits (such as being extroverted, innovative, confident)
which form an important part of the HD of the marketing
unir. Similarly, the accounting unit has its unique HDs,
including such attitudes as being precise, reserved and
orderly. '

In addition to the formal organization uníts: there are
informal coalitions In the extreme, the coalitions can be so
strong that they become dominant in determining the orga-
nization's policies and decisions. Awareness of the existence
of the organization units and informal coalitions, their
unique HDs and their shared commonality will allow us to
better understand the HD of the entire organization, includ-
ing its charge structure, atlention allocation, goal setting
and state evaluation. Attention to the connectivity of infor-
mation tlows and decision processes among the members of
the organization can help us identify the units or coalitions
In addition, incentives and reward systems also help us to
see how an organization drives its employees to work.

2. leadership and its moral influence on its members is
important.

The organization has a set of tasks and jobs to be per-
formed by its members to accomplish the goals and missions
of the organization and its members. Like playing a sport or in
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a business. coordination. leadership and teamwork become
extremely important for organizational success.

Good leadership should be able to identify the ideal
states (HO) for the organization to move toward and be able
to mobilize the members by creating charges. confidence
and enthusiasm to reach the ideal. When moral influence is
most effective. the members of the organization would wish
to live and die with the leader for their common goals

Planning. coordination (assigning right jobs to right
people). careful execution. organization. government.
reward and punishment are some basic tools that the
leader can utilize to achieve the goals Leadership, at its
best. allows its members to fulfill their dreams ando at the
same time. lets the organization reach its ideal. In this case
the members may not even be aware of the existence of the
leader.

A troop cannot fight and win without a good general.
Likewise. an organization cannot be vital and successful with-
out a good leader. To emphasize lhe importance of leadership.
we may use leadership quality as a new dimension of the orga-
nizational HO. Leadership quality can be measured by (I)
knowledge and wisdom. (21courage and commitment. (3) sin-
cerity and trustworthiness. (4) huma-uty and people skills and
(5) discipline and control of the self and the organization.

A good leader. therefore. knows about his or her organi-
zation and the external environment. He or she knows what
can and cannot be done. He or she has the courage to make
hard choices and to make a commitment. People trust the
leader who can mobilize people to reach the goals of the
organization. which also translates into reaching goals of
individuais. A good leader is good at self-discipline as well
as good at governing his/her organization. The strong leader
sticks with what is right and what can be done. and stays
away from what is not right or what cannot be done.

3. Flnally, notlce that dlfferent klnds of organlzatlons can
l.ave dlfferent collectlons of crlterla for measurlng thelr
vitallty and performance. These criteria may be deeply
rooted in peoples minds. For instance. in sizing up a busi-
ness organization, people tend to use industry attractive-
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ness and firm strength as two major criteria. The following
lists summarize the sub-criteria within the major cri teria for
evaluating a corporation. The list can serve as another
means for studying corporate HO and strategic position.

INDUSTRY ATTRACTIVENESS FACTORS

I. Market Factors
• Type: Size of the market. volume, region served, degree of
vertical integration, volatility of market sales, cyclical nature.
• Growth Prospects Stage of product life cycle, projected
future growth rate. past growth.
• Characteristics Oistribution system, brand differentiation,
price sensitivity, captive customers, necessity/luxury product.

2. Competltive Factors
• Industry concentration: Current concentration index,
projected change in concentration.
• Entry barrier/exit barrier Capital requirements, product
differentiation. economies of scale, distribution channels.
brand identity, switching costs, access to raw material.
• Buyer power. Number of buyers, switching costs depen-
dence on industry
• Supplier power Number of suppliers. dependence on
industry, switching costs.
• Threats of substitutes Price/performance tradeoff
• Overseas competitors: Number of major foreign players.
cost factors (Iactor costs differences). technology availability
in other countries.
• Rivalry among cornpetitors Number of competitors,
industry capacity vs. demand, diversity of competition,
degree of product differentiation.

3. Flnanclal Factors
• Cost factors: Raw materiais, wages and salaries. fixed vs
variable costs, selling expenses.
• Efficiency factors: Learning curve effects, economies of
scale, average inventory levels. productivity, capacity utilization.
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• Capital structure: Industry average leverage ratio. aver-
age (price/earning) ratio. trends
• Financial results Past profitability. future profit poten-
tial. share price trends.

4. Soclo-Polltlcal Factors
• Government and legal: Consistency of government poli-
cies. antitrust laws. regulation/deregulation. EPA requirements.
equal opportunity requirements. fair trade decisions, consumer
protection. trade laws
• Social attitude and trends: Changes in consumer prefer-
ences. demographics shifts. changes in population míx
• Outside stakeholders influence Relationship and support.
impact on decision making.
• Labor issues Availability of skills. degree of unionization.
attitude. motivation levei

5. Technologlcal Factors
• Complexity Skills required. investment intensity. volatil-
ity, availability, changes in technology
• Product innovation and development: Basic R&D
requirements. applied R&D requlrernents. importance of
patent position. rate of technological advancement.
• Productivity Degree of automation. work force attitude.

FIRM STRENGTHS FACTORS

I. Market Factors
• Company type Geographical area served, degree of ver-
tical integration. volatility and cyclical firm sales. breadth of
product line. location of plants
• Prospects Size. growth rate relative to industry,
• Company characteristics: Effectiveness of distribution
network. relationship with dealers. brand differentiation.
advertising and promotional skills. sales force effectiveness.
Ldptive cu..torners. vulnerability to changes in demando per-
ceived qll.dity of products

2. Competitive Factors
• Company dominance: Market share Idornestic). market
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share (overseas), changes in market share
• Exit barriers: Capital investment. resale value of equip-
mentlassets. number of employees involved. community
pressure.
• Bargaining power of buyer on firrn: Number of buyers.
fragmented/concentrated. buyer switching costs.
• Bargaining power of supplier on firrn Number of suppliers.
size relative to suppliers. dependence of suppliers on firm.
• Vulnerability to competition: Number of major domestic
competitors. number of foreign competitors. basis of com-
petition.

3. Organization and Management
• Management qual ity: Top management. leadership,
quality of strategic decisions. middle/functional manage-
ment. availability of general management skills.
• Management stv!e I)roactive/reactive. risk taking
propensity. participative/autocratic. aggressive/passive. flexi-
ble/inflexible. external/internal focus
• Management loyalt y/rnorale: Turnover. tenure in the-,
organization. cornmitrnent to the organization.
• Organizational culture Shared values and norrns. COIll-

pany policies. procedures, attitudes
• Systems: lntorrnation & control systerns. organization
structure. reward and evaluation systems.
• Personnel. Background. skills

4. Financial Factors
• Cost structure: Overhead/total cost. cost of raw materiais.
wages and salaries. sales costltotal sales.
• Achieved efficiency: Decrease in costlunit achieved.
collection period-receivables.
• Capital structure: Debt/equity. ability to raise equity.
borrowing capaciry. distribution of shares
• Financial performance. Stock price and ch ang es.
price/earning ratio. profitability (return on investment ar
return on equity). stability of profits. reserves. cash flows.

5. Socio-Politlcal Factors
• Government and legal: Firrns ability to adaptlcope with
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change, firrn's ability to influence, compliance with regulatory
bodies, impact of regulations, position adopted on important
issues.
• Social attitudes and trends: lrnpact of social changes on
firm, adaptability to change, proactive moves to take advan-
tage of opportunities.
• Outside stakeholders Influence of outside stakeholders
on strategies and decisions, extent of stakeholder support,
relationship with stakeholders.
• Labor issues. Influence of organized labor, attitude of
labor.

6. Technological Factors
• Technological complexity: Size of investment, skills
availability, available technological know-how, technological
follower/leader.
• Products innovation and development: Patents avail-
able, new product capabilities, R & D facilities.
• Productivity: Work force attitude, degree of automation
of the firm, outputlemployee ratio, inventory turnover ratio,
capacity utilization, economies of scale. inventory levels
compared to industry average, capacity utilization, age of
plant and equipment

f;~
~
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WORKSHEET #1:
HABITUAL DOMAIN EXPANDER .. .Things To Do
WEEK: _
AWARENESS ANO IMPROVEMENT RECORO

EVENTS TIME IMPROVEMENTS NOTES %OF
ALLOCATED TOTAL TIME

Primary Jobs and
Job-Related Activities

Social Missions and Works

Health and IIIness

-,

Events with Intimates

Family Events
and Problems

Hobbies and Pursuits
of Special Interests

Religion, the Great Nature
and the Universe
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AWARENESS ANO IMPROVEMENT RECORO

ROLESPLAYED TIMEINROLE EXAMPLESITUATIONS % OFTOTALTIME

Official Role

Implicit

Insider

Outsider

Superior

Equal

Inferior

Teacher

Student

Principie Player

Cheerleader

Representative

Mediator
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DATE: _WORKSHEET #2:
HABITUAL DOMAIN EXPANDER
TIMETABLE

--8 :

10 :

II :

12

10

9 :

2 :

l:~
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PRIORITY/TO DO
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

HO PRINCIPLES TO USETODAY

SITUATIONS I APPLlED HDTO

SPECIFIC RESULTS, CHANGES ANO NOTES
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JV\de-x
Activation, defined, 27

Active association, 120
exercise, 120

Active learning
examples, 116, 118
in habitual domain expansion, 114-118

Activation probability, 27

Active problem solving, 13

Actual domain
defined, 27
enlarging, 1-2
positive restructuring of. 130-131, 160-161

Alillsk!l's Experimettl. 18-19

Alillsk!l's Stràtrg!l itt Chicago, 61-63
See a/so Nine principies of deep knowledge
void principie

Analogy
and brain function, 3, 24, 150

Arbitrator role, 104-105

Association
and brain íunct íon. 3, 24, 1'>0

Attentionalloeation,9, 10-13,87,91, 131, 148
distribution of, 9, 87
quality of, 87
and planning, 88
sensitizing property of. 14

Attitudes
dominant, 107
fair, 107
ílexible. 107
law and order. 107
superior, 107
toward externa I world, 105-109

Avoidanee justifieation, 13-14,81
Ser a/so Goal setting

Behavior patterns. 9
See Eight behavior patterns

Brain, information proeessing hypotheses
analogy/assoeiation, 150
cireuit pattern. 149
efficient restrueturing, 150
unlimited eapaeity, 149-150

Brainstorming, 125
exercises. 125, 126

Channels of Conneetion
See Identifieation spheres

Charge struetures, 11. 14,84-85,91,148

Charges, 10-14,49
defined,IO
distribution of. 85
dynamies of, 85
releasing, 13-15: 85-87: 126-127

Cheerleader role, 104

Chellg Yett's Hospita/, 73
SeI' a/so Cireuit patterns. and repetition

Cireuit patterns, 14, 19-20, 149
aetivating, 23-24, 136-139
ehanging, 14-15, 19-20
defined, 19
exarnple. 14-15
and ideas, 21
meehanism oí. 71-73
observed, 20
and operators, 21
as paradigm. 24
and programming, 24
reeognizing souree ol, 71
rehearsal and. 20-21
and repetition, 72-73
restrueturing, 25
understanding, 19-20

Coherence. 81
Ser a/so Goal setting
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Complexity, in habitual dornains. 151-153

Commitment
See Identification spheres

Confidence, 139, 167-169
building, 139-141
exerci se, 141

Consistency
in habií ual dornains. 155

Contranness
in habitual dornains. 155

Core
of habitual dornain. 29, 31

Deep knowledge, nine principies, 47-63
alternating principie, 51-53
chart of. 60
blood is tf1icker tflan water principie - see
illller wllllectioll principie
brokell teacup prillciple - see crackillg alld
ripping principie
changing and transforming principie, 56-57
contradiction principie, 57
cracking and ripping principie, 59
deep and down principie, 47-51

and relaxation, 50
and humble position, 51

contrasting and complimenting principie, 53-54
empty space principie - see void principie
enumerated,47-63
falling flower - see revolving alld [ycfing principie
doar principie - see alternatillg principie
i!Ouse principie - see contrasting and

complementing principie
ice and steam principie - see cflangillg and

transforming principie
inner connection principie, 55-56
ocean principie - see deep and down principie
as operators, 47
revolving and cycling principie. ~4-55
stand on your ilead principie - sce cOHtladiction

principie
void principie, 60-63
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Degree of difficulty, 82
See also Coa I setti ng

Delusional Messiafl, Tfle
parable of. 14-15

Domain, actual
See Actual domain

Domain, habitual
See Habitual domain

Domain, ideal habitual
See Habitual domain, ideal

Domain, potential
See Potential domain

Domain, reachable
See Reachable domain

Dynamics
in habitual domains, 153-155

Efficient restructuring, 150
See also Mind

Eight behavior patterns, 31-42
halo effect, 33- 34
listed. 31-42
projection effect, 34-36
proximity theory, 36
reciprocation,37
responsibility diffusion, 41-42
scapegoating, 39-41
similarity effect. 37-39
social comparison, '32-33

Elephant's Limitations, Tf1e
parable Df, 25

Empowerment
exerci se, 141

Environment
and businesses, 123
changing, examples, 123
and habitual domain expansion, 121-122

Equal roles, 105 checklist.80
coherence in. 81
degree of difficulty, 82-83
exercise. 78-79
persistence in, 81
social approval, 79-80
specificity and measurability, 81-82
and state evaluation, 9-10
time horizons and, 83

Events with intimates
Se•• Habitual domain and events

Expanding habitual domain,
eight methods, 114-126

active association, 120
exercise, 120

brainstorming, 125
changing environment, 121-123
changi ng relative parameters, 121
learning actively, 114-117
praying or meditation, 126
retreat to advance, 125-126
take higher position. 119

Coals, 9-10
logical consistency, 80
perpetuation of species, 79
self-actualization,80
self-importance,79
sensuous satisfaction, 80
social approval, 79
survival. 79Expectation

example of. 134-135
as motivator, 134-135 Cossip and information exchange, 110-111

External information
absorption of. 155-157
rejection oí. 155-157

Habitual domain
anatomyof. 27-28,143-144
analyzing, exercise, 89
basic functions of. 67-89
boundaries,9
building channels, 55
charting, 9-10
changing, exercise. 1-2
and circuit patterns, 23
controlling, 144-145
core, 27-31
defined, 2
dimensions of. 147-148
elements of. 144
and events. 92-94
exercise illustrating. I
expanding

example, 125
methods, I 13-127

and externa I interaction, 94
flexibility in, 4-5
as goal. 177
ideal, 159
and ideas. 23
identification spheres, 95
mapping, 45-63,65-89
Napoleon, as example, 6-9
and operators. 23

-,
External interactions

and habitual domains, 94

Extrovert, 105

Family events and problems
See Habitual domain and events

Fast-Tracker's Husballd. The
parable of. 146

Feelings of self-importance, 79
See also Coal setting

Class Salesman, The
parable oi, 28-29
and reachable domain, 29

Coal, Tfle Elusive
story oi. 176

Coal setting, 9-10, 78-83, 91
avoida nce, 81
for career. 179-181
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organizational. 5-6, 182-188
propertiesof. 151-157
and rhythrns. 3
understanding,22
uniqueness of. 5
worksheets, 189-192

Halo etlect. 33-34
See a/50 Eight behavior patterns

Health and illness
See Habitual dornain and events

Hobbies and special interests.
See Habitual domain: and events

Human paradoxes
enumerated,43

Hurnan skills. 75

Idea/ Ro/e Model, An
parab/e of. I 16

Ideas
as type of eircuit pattern, 21, 23

Identilication spheres, 95-100, 110
commitment and, 97
described,95
disidentification, 100
exarnples. 95-97
exclusive. 106
exercise, 100
inclusive, 106
rnulriple, <)9-100

Inferior roles, 103-104

Information, 148
sources of. 88
interaction with externa I world. 88

Information exchange, 110

Insider roles, 103

Interacting skills. 75
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Interactions. 109-1 10
and words. 109
and deeds, 109
and responsibility, 109
and critieism, 109

Introvert, 105

Iob
and behavior. 92

ludgrnents
self-oriented, 106
externallyoriented, 106

Knowledge and skills. 75, 77
See a/50 Deep knowledge, nine principies

Least resistance principie, 13-14, 148

Logical consistency and curiosity, 80
See a/50 Coal setting

Look ai 1Ifrom I(,e B055'5 PoilJl af View,
parab/e of, I 18

Ma51er's Ta/e, Tlie
parab/e of, 66

Mediator roles, 104-105

Memory
encoding, 73-74
exercise. 69-71
Iunctíons. 71-75

Mental focus centro]. 136-137
exercise. 137

Mind, operation hypotheses, 147-148
Coal setting and state evaluation, 147
Charge structure and attention allocation, 148
Releasing charge. 148
Information input. 148

Multiple disidentilication spheres, 100
See a/50 Identification spheres

Multiple identification spheres, 99
See a/50 Identilication spheres

Official roles, 101

Operators
activating, 23
as type of circuit pattern, 21
delined,23,47
see a/50 Deep knowledge, nine principies

Outsider role, 103

Ownership
described. 173-175

Paradoxes
See a/50 Human paradoxes

Parameters
in expanding habitual domain, 121

Pav/oV'5 DOg5, 23-24

Penfie/d'5 EXperimenl
in observing circuit patterns, 20

Perpetuation of the species. 79
See a/50 Coa I setti ng

Perspective
in expanding habitual domain, 119

Persistence,81
S,'e a/50 Coal setting

Physiological condition
effect on habitual domain, 77

Planning
importance of. 88

Potential
realizing, 17-19

Potential dornain. 160-161
delined, 27
example of Archimedes, 125
visualizing, 1-2

Primary jobs and job-related activities
See Habitual domain: and events

Principal player role, 104

Projection effect, 34-36
SeI'a/50 Eight behavior patterns

Proximity theory, 36
See a/50 Eight behavior patterns

Reachable domain
defined, 27-28
exarnple. 28-29

Reciprocation,37
See a/50 Eight behavior patterns

Reed5 and Trees
pa ra b/e of, 4

Religion, nature and the universe
See Habitual dornain: and events

Representative role, 104-105

Responsibility diffusion in group behavior, 41-42
See a/50 Eight behavior patterns

Results
visualizing, 135-136

Retreat
in expanding habitual dornain. 125-126

Role maps, 10I-I 04

Role models
exarnple. 116

Scapegoaling, 39-41
SeI'a/50 Eight behavior patterns

Self-actualization,80
See a/50 Coal setting

Self concept, 133-134
and circuit patterns, 133
ideal self. 133
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self-esteem, 133
sell-love. 133
sellrole definition, IB

Sun exercise, 50
example,51

Self-perpet uating operators. 162-177
listed. 162
described, 164-177

S~ln's L.rsso/l, Tr,e
parab/r of, 140

SUtl Tzu, O/I War, I 10

Sensuous satisfaction, 80
See a/50 Goal setting

Superior roles, 103

Seven basic goal functions, 76
SeI' a/50 Goal setting

Survival,79
SeI'a/50 Goal setting

Seven operators toward
ideal habitual domain, 162-177

Tai Ghee
defined,I68

Similarity effE'ct, '37-39
SI'I'a/50 r:i~hl behavior patterns

Tasks
as part of habitual dornain. 171

Teacher role, I ()~
Simplicity

in habitual domain, 151-153 Time horizons. 83
SI'ea/50 Coa I sett ing

Smiling exerrise. 25
Unlirnited capacity. 14<)-1'50

SeI' a/50 BrainSocial cornparison. 32-33
Ser a/50 Eight behavior patterns

Social missions and events
SeI'Habitual dornains and events

Wrl~ Botner?
stor~ of, 22

Specificity and measurability, 81

Social approval, 79
SI'I'a/so Goa I seu ing

Stability
in habitual domain. 9-10,153-155

State evaluation 9-10, 83-84,147
and equilibrium, 10
Iavorable, 10

Strength of identification
See Identification spheres

Student roles, 104
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AbotAt the AtAtho~
PL. Yu created Habitual Domains, his system for achieving
success in life and in business, from a broad base of knowl-
edge grounded in both Eastern and Western thought, sei-
ence and practice. Raised in Taiwan and further educated in
the United States, Dr. Yu is recognized around the world as a
remarkable thinker. scholar. teacher and advisor to business.

Since 1977, he has held an endowed chair as the Carl A.
Scupin Distinguished Professor at the University of Kansas
School of Business, and he is an internationally sought after
lecturer. He advises businesses in the East and West on
managernent. issues, especially in operalions anel strategic

decision-maki ng.
In addition, Dr. Yu is a martial arts master. He has studied

and practiced Kung Fu since 1954, and his specialties include
Tai Ghee t :Id.!! l. Forrn anel Will ( jfJ;~ I, Bar Kwa ( A1~ I, and
Shao Lin ( .y'~f.I He is currently the faculty advisor and
instructor for the University of Kansas Kung Fu Club.

He has won awards for his teaching and for research and
serves as the area editor for Operatians Rrsearcf, in the areas of
decision analysis, bargaining and negotiation. and as an asso-
ciate editor for the laumal af Optimization Theary and Applicatians.
He has published seven books and more than 80 professional

artic1es.
PL. Yu graduated frorn lhe National Taiwan LJniversily in

1963 and received his Ph D. in operations research and
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